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RapidIdentity

RapidIdentity is a full-lifecycle Identity and Access Management suite,
giving organizations greater security, increased business agility, and lower
costs of IT management.
One of the largest challenges of today’s organizations is managing employee access to the
data and systems they need, without sacrificing security or exposing the organization to
needless risk. When an employee joins an organization, moves within it, and eventually
leaves, their access needs change, and the organization must keep up.
Many organizations have been able to manage this manually in the past, using internal
IT resources, or have used a traditional identity management system. But faced with an
exploding number of external, cloud-based applications, increasing employee movement, and
greater reliance on contractors and partners, traditional systems are often unable to keep up,
forcing organizations to either move slower or open themselves up to increased security risk.

Unlike other Identity and Access Management solutions, RapidIdentity offers:

Time-based access expiration

Only RapidIdentity offers time-based access
expiration, which enforces security without
being dependent on periodic and manual recertification campaigns. Access is renewed
when – and only when – it is necessary,
significantly reducing security risk.

Flexibility for external users

RapidIdentity grants unparalleled support
for external users who don’t exist in local
directories or other systems of record
through the entire identity lifecycle.

Massive scalability
RapidIdentity deployments are highly
scalable, with proven support for
millions of users.

True support for hybrid
cloud environments

RapidIdentity’s LogicEngine facilitates
connections to virtually any endpoint,
whether on-premises or in the cloud.
The Logic Engine toolkit – RapidConnect
- enables IT to easily configure
new connections and complex data
transformations.

Feature parity across IT
environments
Adaptable to your organization’s unique
needs, RapidIdentity is available
on-premises or in the cloud as a
managed service, with no sacrifices in
functionality, features, or security.

FAST FACTS
Intelligently manage
user access to any
connected system
Broad multi-factor
authentication
Secure single sign-on
Time-based access
expiration
Auditable trail for
compliance
Delegate approvals
to individual function
owners

Key Features
Complete identity lifecycle support

Secure single sign-on

Manage identities throughout the entire
identity lifecycle, including access and
governance.

Boost productivity with single
sign-on access to every on-premises or
cloud-based system.

Powerful workflow designer

Broad multi-factor authentication

Robust delegation model

Comprehensive identity
governance & compliance

Industry-leading workflows are highlyconfigurable and can control virtually any
connected system.
Full delegation of Group Management
in Active Directory and eDirectory
environments.

Automated provisioning

Automated and secure provisioning, deprovisioning, and real-time access updates,
dictated by changes in your seamlessly
connected systems.

End-user self-service

Allow end-users to manage their own
accounts and set and reset passwords
according to unique organizational policies,
without the need for IT help desk support.

RapidIdentity includes
four primary modules:

Enhance security with multi-factor
authentication across all applications.

Grant your IT department and managers
clear insight into which employees have
what access, and ensure security through
time-based certification, sponsorship, and
re-attestation.

Security on any sevice
RapidPortal
at any location

Peace of mind for organizations that rely on
contractors, vendors, or outside partners of
any type who require access to sensitive
applications and data on their own devices,
RapidPortal
no matter where they need
to get their
work done.
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RapidConnect

HR-driven access to Windows filesystem
folders online, from anywhere.
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RapidConnect
Bi-directional connections, account
provisioning, single sign-on (SSO), and data
transformation
across any system.
RapidFederation

SAML engine provides account provisioning
and single sign-on to SAML-enabled
applications, RapidFolders
including 1000’s of cloud apps.

Since 2004, Identity Automation has focused on intelligently automating provisioning, access, and account
management. Our mission is to securely put control of these crucial tools in the hands of the users who need it
most — employees and managers. RapidIdentity, our sophisticated, easy-to-use identity management software,
makes every user a power user, increasing enterprise security and agility, boosting productivity across the board.
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User interface, account and profile
management, workflows and access
management
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